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The numerical model of ionization in disc-shaped cavities that takes into account both the radioac-
tive decay of the nuclide and the delay of the emission due to the particle–wall sticking is presented.
The dependences of ionization efficiency on timescales characterizing radioactive decay and sticking are
presented and discussed. Two different cavity shapes are considered. One of them is a flat disc cavity,
more suitable for stable or long-lived but hard-to-ionize isotopes. The other is a compact cavity, supe-
rior for short-lived nuclides, especially those easy-to-ionize. Average times the particle stays inside the
cavity have been estimated — these times are more than an order of magnitude shorter in the case of
a compact cavity. The influence of the extraction opening size on the efficiency of ionization in the flat
disc cavity is discussed. It is shown that increasing this opening is an easy way to increase efficiency in
the case of short-lived isotopes. The current–voltage curves calculated for both cavity configurations are
presented. It is proved that the optimal extraction voltages for the compact and flat disc configurations
are 0.5 kV and 2 kV, respectively.
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1. Introduction

Hot cavity surface ionization ion sources entered
the stage in the early seventies of the 20th cen-
tury [1–3]. Nevertheless, their numerous advan-
tages like robustness and reliability, simple main-
tenance, excellent beam quality (low energy spread
and high purity), and last but not least, very high
efficiency, as well as microamounts of feeding sub-
stance needed to obtain an ion beam, made these
devices the “weapons of choice” in a variety of fields,
especially nuclear spectroscopy [4, 5] and mass spec-
troscopy [6, 7]. Constructions based on such ion
sources, sometimes having a form of resonant ion-
ization laser ion sources (RILIS) [8–12], are often
the cornerstones of a variety of ISOL (isotope sep-
aration on-line) facilities [13–17].

The basic part of a typical hot cavity ion source
is a semi-opened ionizer, usually made of refractory
metal (W, Ta, Mo). The ionizer is heated to a high
working temperature (' 2500–3000 K or more) by
electron beam bombardment [18] or ohmically [19].
In typical designs, the ion source is equipped with
a target irradiated by a proton or heavy ion beam
in order to produce isotopes of interest. The tar-
get and the ionizer are connected by a transfer
line [20], but in some solutions, the ionizer itself
could be the target [18]. The nuclides produced are

immediately released into the hot cavity, which is
an additional advantage in the case of short-lived
species. A tubular ionizer is a typical solution. How-
ever, other shapes could be also found in some de-
vices [21, 22].

A variety of theoretical models of ionization
in hot cavities have been proposed over the
years [23–26]. They were usually based on the as-
sumption that neutral particles trapped in a cav-
ity undergo multiple collisions with the inner hot
surfaces, which leads to a large total ionization effi-
ciency. The numerical model of ionization in hot
cavities was presented in detail in the series of
papers. Different shapes of ionizers were consid-
ered, i.e., tubular [27–30], spherical or hemispher-
ical [31–33] as well as conical ones [34–36]. Early
versions of the model were only suitable for sta-
ble nuclides, later on, the effects of radioactive de-
cay and particle emission delays due to diffusion
and effusion were included [32, 37]. In some cases
(e.g., hard-to-ionize elements), electron impact ion-
ization could also provide a very important con-
tribution. Therefore, it was implemented in the
numerical code [28, 29, 32]. Recently, a flat-disc cav-
ity has been proposed [38], being a limiting case of
a cylindrical ionizer, but characterized by a shorter
length compared to its radius. The flat shape re-
sults in a larger number of particle–wall collisions
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as the particles travel toward the extraction open-
ing. It was shown that in the flat disc cavities, in
the case of stable nuclides, the efficiencies of 90%
can be achieved even for relatively hard-to-ionize
substances.

In this paper, the ionization of short-lived nu-
clides in the flat-disc cavities is considered. A brief
description of the model taking into account ra-
dioactive decay, and effusion delay losses is given for
completeness. Two different shape configurations
are investigated in the paper, one of which is more
compact, and the other is a typical flat disc cavity.
Changes of the ionization efficiency with the nuclide
life-time are presented and discussed for both men-
tioned cavity shapes. There is also studied the role
of effusion delays, namely changes in total efficiency
with the average particle–wall sticking time for the
different cavity shapes. The dependence of the ion-
ization efficiency on the diameter of the extraction
opening is also under investigation. The current–
voltage curves calculated for different cavity config-
urations are shown and commented upon.

2. Numerical model

The numerical code is designed to determine the
trajectories of neutrals and ions inside the disc-
shaped cavity and calculate the ionization efficiency
by counting the ratio of the number of desired par-
ticles as well as the number of all particles passing
the extraction opening. This is a modified version
of the code presented in previous papers [27–38].
A schematic view of the simulated system geome-
try is shown in Fig. 1. It should be reminded that
a disc-like cavity is obtained when the diameter of
the cavity 2ri is larger than its length L. For the
sake of simplicity, a flat extraction electrode on the
negative potential Vext is placed at the distance
d = 1 mm from the outer rim of the extraction
opening. The simulation area is covered by a 3D
rectangular grid (100×400×400) with the cell sizes
∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0.05 mm.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the simulated system
(ri — internal radius of the ionizer, L — ionizer
cavity length, d— distance between the ionizer and
the extraction electrode, re — extraction opening
radius).

The distribution of the electrostatic potential
determined by all electrodes is found by numer-
ical solving of the Laplace equation using the
successive over-relaxation approach used, e.g., in
other models [39–42]. The electric field is calcu-
lated by numerical derivation of the potential, and
the forces pushing the particles are worked out
by the interpolation of the values taken from the
six mesh nodes nearest to the particle position.
A well-established 4th order Runge–Kutta scheme
is used to integrate the equations of motion. Within
the model, the ionization/neutralization of parti-
cles touching the hot walls of the ionizer is taken
into account based on the ionization probability
β (sometimes referred to as the ionization coeffi-
cient) related to the ionization degree α using the
formula

β =
α

1 + α
. (1)

The ionization degree is defined as the ratio of ions
and neutrals leaving the surface. This quantity can
be estimated using the famous Saha–Langmuir for-
mula

α = G exp

(
−Vi − φe

kBT

)
, (2)

where Vi and φe are the ionization potential and the
work function of the ionizer material, respectively,
T is temperature, and the factor G includes the
particle–surface reflection coefficient as well as the
statistical weights of ion and neutral atom ground
levels.

As already mentioned, the upgraded model takes
into account losses of the desired nuclide due to ra-
dioactive decay. It is assumed that the nucleus of
each subsequent atom undergoes decay after some
randomly chosen time

tdec = −τ1/2 ln(RND), (3)
where τ1/2 is the nuclide half-life and RND is a nor-
mal random number, i.e., taken from the range
(0, 1). It should also be stressed that particles ad-
sorbed on a hot surface spend some finite time on
it before they are detached. The time tstick a par-
ticle stays on the ionizer wall is calculated for each
collision using the formula

tstick = −τs ln(RND), (4)
where τs is the average particle sticking time for
a given atom–surface combination. This quantity
depends largely on the surface temperature, and
some experimental values could be found, e.g.,
in [43]. The code registers all particles leaving the
ionizer cavity, and the total ionization efficiency in
the considered case is calculated according to the
formula

βs =
Np+

Np+ +Ns+ +Np0 +Ns0
, (5)

where Np+ and Ns+ are the numbers of ions of
the primary (desired) and secondary ions, respec-
tively, while Np0 and Ns0 are the numbers of the
corresponding neutral atoms passing the extraction
opening.
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3. Simulation results

In the first stage, the influence of the desired nu-
clide half-life on the ionization efficiency was inves-
tigated. Calculations were performed for two differ-
ent ionizer cavity geometries. The first one, being
a rather flat disc cavity, is characterized by L =
1 mm and ri = 7 mm, while the second one is much
more compact (L = 1 mm and ri = 1 mm). The ra-
dius of the extraction opening is set to re = 0.5 mm
unless otherwise stated, and the length of the ex-
traction channel is l = 0.2 mm. The extraction volt-
age was set to Vext = 2 kV.

The simulation timestep was ∆t = 0.01 µs. Cal-
culations were performed using 105 of test particles
of mass 150 a.m.u.. The results presented in Fig. 2
were obtained for τs = 0 (delays due to the stick-
ing are neglected). As one can see, the ionization
efficiency decreases with τ1/2. As in the previously
considered cases of spherical [31–33] or conical cav-
ities [34–36], this effect is of great importance when
the average total time of the particle stay in the ion-
izer 〈t〉 is comparable to the nuclide half-life. As one
can see in Fig. 3, the average flight time 〈t〉 with-
out delays due to sticking varies from 2 ms down
to 1 µs in the case of a flat disc cavity and is more
than an order of magnitude shorter for the compact
cavity (ri = 1 mm).

Fig. 2. Influence of nuclide half-life on the ion
source ionization efficiency in the case of a flat disc
cavity (a) and a compact cavity (b).

Fig. 3. Average flight times of particles inside both
considered cavity configurations.

Fig. 4. Influence of the average particle–wall stick-
ing time on the ion source ionization efficiency in
the case of a flat disc cavity (a) and a compact
cavity (b).

This is due to the fact that in the case of a com-
pact cavity, the particle undergoes a smaller number
of collisions with the ionizer walls than in the case
of a thin and wide cavity. Moreover, one can see
a rapid reduction of 〈t〉 — it reaches values near
5 µs for the latter case when β is close to 1 (easy-
to-ionize substances).
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Fig. 5. Average time a particle stays inside the ion-
izer for the different sticking times τs.

This difference has a great impact on the depen-
dence of the βs(β) curves on the nuclide half-life.
In the case of a flat disc cavity, one can see a de-
terioration of the efficiency for times τ1/2 = 1 ms
and shorter. On the other hand, most of the curves
for longer half-lives behave similarly to the case
of stable isotopes. A reduction of ionization effi-
ciency by an order of magnitude can be observed
for hard-to-ionize substances (small β) in the case
of τ1/2 = 10 µs. In turn, for β close to 1, this effect is
rather small and becomes significant for extremely
short-lived isotopes.

The difference between the two configuration
mentioned above can be even better seen in the case
of simulations results taking into account the de-
lay due to particle sticking. Calculations were per-
formed for τ1/2 = 1 s, all other parameters were left
unchanged. As one can see in Fig. 4, the influence
of particle sticking delays is much stronger in the
case of a flat disc cavity. Because particles undergo
tens or even hundreds of collisions with hot walls,
the total average time they spend in the cavity can
reach even several tens of seconds (see 〈t〉 values
presented in Fig. 5).

One should notice that in every case, 〈t〉 decreases
with the ionization coefficient — the sooner the
neutral atom is ionized, the sooner it will be ex-
tracted. As one can expect, the 〈t〉 values are by

Fig. 6. The influence of the extraction opening ra-
dius on the ionization efficiency inside the flat disc
cavity (a) and the average particle–wall collision
numbers for the considered cases (b).

more than an order of magnitude shorter in the case
of ri = 1 mm. Even for a very long average sticking
time (τs = 0.1 s), the total time inside the cavity is
of the same order as the nuclide half-life. This must
lead to much better performance of the compact
cavity in the case of short-lived nuclides, especially
when their delays due to sticking are large. Fig-
ure 4a shows that a noticeable decrease of ionization
efficiency is observed for τs of the order of 0.1 s. On
the other hand, the performance of the flat disc cav-
ity decreases rapidly for τs of the order of several
milliseconds.

A good way to improve the ionization efficiency
of the flat disc configuration in the case of short-
lived substances is to increase the diameter of the
extraction opening re. The results of calculations
performed for re increasing from 4 up to 20 mm are
shown in Fig. 6a. The timescales τ1/2 and τs were
set as 1 s and 100 ms, respectively. One can see
that increasing the size of the extraction opening in
the above-mentioned range results in an improve-
ment of the ionization efficiency more than twice.
This is due to the fact that the wider extraction
opening (i) makes the extraction of the produced
ions much easier due to the better penetration of
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Fig. 7. Current–voltage curves calculated for a flat
disc cavity (a) and compact cavity (b) of ionizer.

the electric field and, thus, (ii) reduces the possibil-
ity of ions neutralization during collisions and (iii)
significantly decreases the time a particle stays in-
side the ionizer because the number of collisions
is smaller and the average time inside the cavity
is shorter, which consequently leads to the reduc-
tion of losses due to radioactive decay. Figure 6b
shows that the average number of particle–wall col-
lisions 〈nhit〉 decreases by more than an order of
magnitude when re increases from 4 up to 20 mm.
However, one must keep in mind that the above-
described mechanism works very well in the case of
easy-to-ionize substances (characterized by large β).
For hard-to-ionize substances, one deals with two
concurrent tendencies. On the one hand, the ioniza-
tion probability decreases for larger re as the num-
ber of collisions with a hot surface becomes smaller.
On the other hand, losses due to decay become less
important for a larger extraction opening. Hence,
a trade-off between the two mentioned trends has
to be found.

Figure 7 presents the current–voltage character-
istics for the two considered cavity shapes. Simula-
tions were performed for τ1/2 = 1 s and τs = 100 ms.
The extraction voltage was increased up to 20 kV in
both cases. Different shapes of the current–voltage
curves can be observed. For a flat disc cavity, one

can see a very rapid increase of the extracted cur-
rent up to Vext = 2 kV, while the increase of the
yield above that value is rather slow. On the other
hand, there is an even more rapid increase of the
extracted current in the case of ri = 1 mm, for
Vext up to 0.5 kV, followed by saturation and even
a slight decrease of the current compared to the op-
timal value. The differences are due to the shape of
the cavities. In the latter case, the extraction field
penetrates a large part of the cavity even in the
case of the moderate Vext values, while for a very
broad cavity, larger extraction potentials make the
field reach deeper lying regions and capture more
and more charged particles.

4. Conclusions

The numerical model of ionization in a disc-
shaped cavity was presented in the paper. The
model takes into account the nuclide losses due ra-
dioactive decay as well as delays related to the par-
ticle sticking to the hot ionizer walls. Two different
shapes of the ionizer cavity were studied. A flat disc
cavity with a large diameter seems much more suit-
able for stable but hard-to-ionize substances, as its
shape makes the average number of collisions with
the walls an order of magnitude higher than in the
case of a compact cavity (ri = 1 mm). On the other
hand, a compact cavity is superior for short-lived
isotopes, as the ions produced are extracted out of
the cavity very fast. This is especially important for
substances with a long average particle–wall stick-
ing time. It was proved that the efficiency of the
compact cavity is almost unaffected by sticking de-
lays for τs up to 10 ms. The influence of the size
of the extraction opening was also under investi-
gation. It was found that enlarging the extraction
channel diameter is a very simple way to increase
the efficiency of the flat disc cavity for the short-
lived nuclides, especially those with a small β co-
efficient. The current–voltage curves obtained for
both configurations are characterized by different
shapes. In the case of a compact cavity, one ob-
serves a fast increase followed by saturation, while
in the case of a flat disc cavity, an increase of ex-
traction voltage induces larger current though this
effect is weaker for Vext > 2 keV. The optimal value
of the extraction voltage for a compact cavity is
near 0.5 kV, while for a flat disc cavity, such value
is much higher, approximately 2 kV.
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